We propose a Named Entities transliteration mining system using Finite State Automata (FSA). We compare the proposed approach with a baseline system that utilizes the Editex technique to measure the length-normalized phonetic based edit distance between the two words. We submitted three standard runs in NEWS2010 shared task and ranked first for English to Arabic (WM-EnAr) and obtained an Fmeasure of 0.915, 0.903, and 0.874 respectively.
Introduction
Named entities transliteration is a crucial task in many domains such as cross lingual information retrieval, machine translation, and other natural language processing applications. In the previous NEWS 2009 transliteration task, we introduced a statistical approach for transliteration generation only using the bilingual resources (about 15k parallel names) provided for the shared task. For NEWS2010, the shared task focuses on acquisition of a reasonably sized, good quality names corpus to complement the machine transliteration task. Specifically, the task focuses on mining the Wikipedia paired entities data (inter-wiki-links) to produce high-quality transliteration data that may be used for transliteration generation tasks.
Related Work
Finite state Automata is used to tackle many Natural Language Processing challenges. Hassan (2008) et al. proposed the use of finite state automata for language-independent text correction. It consists of three phases : detecting misspelled words, generating candidate corrections for them and ranking corrections. In detecting the mispelled words, they compose the finite state automaton representation of the dictionary with the input string. Onaizan (2002) et al. proposed the use of probabilistic finite state machines for machine transliteration of names in Arabic text. They used a hybrid approach between phoneticbased and spelling-based models. Malik (2008) et al. proposed a Hindi Urdu machine transliteration system using finite state machines. They introduced UIT (universal intermediate transcription) on the same pair according to thier phonetic properties as a means of representing the language and created finite state transducers to represent them. Sherif (2007) proposed the use of memoryless stochastic transducer for extracting transliteration through word similarity metrics.
Other approaches for transliteration include translation of names through mining or through using machine translation systems resources. Hassan (2007) et al. proposed a framework for extraction of named entity translation pairs. This is done through searching for candidate documents pairs through an information retrieval system and then using a named entity matching system which relies on the length-normalized phonetic based edit distance between the two words. They also use a phrase-based translation tables to measure similarity of extracted named entities. Noeman (2009) also used a phrase based statistical machine translation (PBSMT) approach to create a substring based transliteration system through the generated phrase table, thus creating a language independent approach to transliteration. Other resources have been used to perform transliteration. Chang (2009) et. al proposed the use of a romanization table in conjunction with an unsupervised constraint driven learning algorithm in order to identify transliteration pairs without any labelled data.
System architecture
The approach consists of three main phases which are (1) Transliteration model learning, (2) Fi- 
Transliteration model learning
The objective of NEWS2010 shared task is to develop a system for mining single word transliteration pairs from the standard Wikipedia paired topics (Wikipedia Inter-Language Links, or WIL1), using a seed data of only 1000 parallel names. The aim is to learn one-to-many character sequence mappings on both directions.
We propose the use of MOSES framework 1 for PBSMT training which was applied on the 1k parallel seed data. The proposed approach depends on the formulation of the transliteration problem using the PBSMT approach used in Machine translation. Giza++ Hidden Markov Model (HMM) aligner 2 proposed by Och (1999) was also used over the parallel character sequences. Heuristics were used to extend substring to substring mappings based on character-to-character alignment. This generated a substring to substring translation model such as in Koehn (2003) . The phrase "substring" table was filtered out to obtain all possible substrings alignment of each single character in the language alphabet in both directions. This means that for each character in the source language (English) alphabet, substrings mapped to it are filtered with a threshold. Also for each character in the target language (Arabic) alphabet, all English substrings mapped to it are filtered with a threshold. These two one-to-many alignments were intersected in one "Transliteration Arabic-toEnglish mapping". We obtained a character alignment table which we refer to as "Ar2En list". 
FSM formalization of Transliteration Model
The proposed method makes use of the finite state automaton representation for the Ar2En character alignment list, where the input is the source character and the output is the target character. We refer to this finite state transducer (FST) as "Ar2En FST". For each source word, we build a Finite State Acceptor (FSA), such that each candidate source word FSA is composed with the "Ar2En FST". For the target words list, we build a finite state acceptor (FSA) that contains a path for each word in the target Wiki-Link.
Generating Candidate transliterations
The task of generating candidate transliterations at edit distance k from initial source candidate transliterations using Levenshtein transducer can be divided into two sub tasks: Generating a list of words that have edit distance less than or equal k to the input word, and selecting the words inter- secting with the target inter-wiki-link words. This is similar to the spelling correction technique that used FSM which was introduced by Hassan (2008) et. al. In the spelling correction task , after generating the list of words within edit distance k to the input word, the system selects a subset of those words that exist in a large dictionary. In order to accomplish this same scenario, we created a single transducer (Levenshtein transducer) that when composed with an FSM representing a word generates all words within an edit distance k from the input word. We then compose the resulting FSM with an FSA (finite state acceptor) of all words in the target inter-wiki-link. The Levenshtein transducer is language independent and is built only using the alphabet of the target language. 
Data and Resources Processing
After revising the training data (inter-wiki-links) released, we discovered that English and Arabic words contained many stress marks and non normalized characters. We therefore applied normalization on Arabic and English characters to increase source target matching probability, thus increasing the recall of data mining. We also normalized Arabic names, removing all diacritics and kashida. Kashida is a type of justification used in some cursive scripts such as Arabic. Also we normalized Alef () with hamza and madda to go to "bare Alef". 
Standard runs
We submitted 6 runs derived from 3 experiments. For each experiment, we submitted 2 runs, one with normalized Arabic and English characters, and the other with the stress marks and special characters. It is important to note that we run the mining in the Arabic to English direction, thus the Arabic side is the source and the English side is the target.
Using Levenshtein edit distance 1 FST
Figure (5) illustrates the algorithm used to conduct the first experiment. We subjected all source words to be composed with Levenshtein edit distance 1. For each Wiki-Link, we build a finite state acceptor (FSA) that contains a path for each word in the Arabic Wiki-Link. We refer to it as FSA [@ArWords] . Similarly, for the English name candidates we build a finite state acceptor (FSA) that contains a path for each word in the English Wiki-Link. We refer to it as FSA [@EnWords] . The generated @ArWords and @EnWords are the lists of words in the Arabic and English wiki-links respectively. The result of this experiment was reported as Standard-3 "normalized characters" and Standard-4 "without normalized characters".
Using Levenshtein up to edit distance 2 FST
Figure (6) illustrates the algorithm used to conduct the second experiment. We use a threshold on the number of characters in a word to decide whether it will be subjected for "composed with" edit dis- We use a threshold of 3 for edit distance 1 and a threshold of 7 for edit distance 2. The threshold values are set based on our previous experience from dealing with Arabic text and could be derived from the data we obtained. If word length is less than or equal 3 letters, then it is not composed with Levenshtein FSTs, and if word length is between 4 to 7 letters, we compose it with edit distance 1 FST. Longer words are composed with edit distance 2 FST. The result of the experiment was reported in two submitted runs: Standard-5 "normalized characters" and Standard-6 "without normalized characters".
Baseline
We use a length-normalized phonetic edit distance to measure the phonetic similarity between the source and target Named Entities in the inter-wikilinks. We use the Editex technique Zobel (1996) that makes use of the phonetic characteristics of individual characters to estimate their similarity. Editex measures the phonetic distance between pairs of words by combining the properties of edit distances with a letter grouping strategy that groups letters with similar pronunciations. The result of this experiment was reported in two submitted runs: Standard-1 "normalized characters" and Standard-2 "without normalized characters".
Results
Table (1) illustrates the results of the shared task given on the runs we submitted. Our baseline run (Standard-2) reports highest precision of 0.923 and lowest recall of 0.830 (lowest F-score = 0.874). The reason is that Editex technique measures the edit distance based on letter grouping strategy which groups letters with similar pronunciations. It operates on character to character level. Letters that are mapped to multicharacters will suffer a large edit distance and may exceed the matching threshold used.
The two runs Standard-4 and Standard-6 are implemented using edit-distance FSM matching between source and target. They cover one-tomany character mapping. We notice that Standard-6 run reports higher precision of 0.887 compared to 0.859 for Standard-4 run. This reflects the effect of using variable edit-distance according to the source word length. The Standard-6 reports a Recall of 0.945 producing our best F-Score of 0.915. Standard-6 recall degrades only 0.7% from Standard-4 Recall (0.952).
Conclusion
We proposed a language independent transliteration mining system that utilizes finite state automaton. We demonstrated how statistical techniques could be used to build a language independent machine transliteration system through utilizing PBMT techniques. We performed 3 standard experiments each containing two submissions. FSM edit distance matching outperformed Editex in F-Score and Recall. The proposed approach obtained the highest F-Score of 0.915 and a recall of 0.945 in the shared task.
